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this feature is a new way to make nc plots using kipwaremax. unlike kipwaretp editnc is a standalone
program so you don't have to have kipwaretp or have editnc installed to use this feature. editnc is a

very powerful tool for creating nc plots with but it does have its limitations. some people have
problems when using editnc. for example if a tool has a specification that is not something editnc

can handle. for example if a tool is scaled differently than it is in the library. for this reason we have
developed kipwaretp to provide a more flexible way to make nc plots. kipwaretp works like editnc

but with the benefit of using the machine functions to plot and it will be able to handle any tool that
is in your library. if you are new to using editnc then kipwaretp is a good option for you. the kipware

conversational cam approach allows novice programmers as well as experts to quickly and easily
create g code cnc programs faster than any cad/cam program without the need for a cad drawing
nor cad/cam experience. and the real world development of kipware conversational has taken the

programming of complex shapes, using the conversational approach, to new, higher levels. kipware
software is one of the fastest growing brands in machine shops around the world and kipwaremax

brings all of our most popular individual titles into one complete powerful package that will cover all
your quoting, estimating and cnc programming requirements and save $2330 over individual title
purchases!! create a cutting tool library with user defined tools and use them to plot. uses handy

machine like functions for plotting like : single block, optional stop, block delete, selectable plotting
speed, selectable tool display. need a more robust plotting option we now offer editnc as an add-on
option. scroll down for more on editnc we invite you to fully explore kipwaretp and all its features

through our youtube series just click the link below.
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